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 welcome  
Thank you for purchasing the MEAP for The Java Module System. That you are reading 
this book in 2017 is a small miracle. After all, Project Jigsaw, the roof under which the 
module system was developed, is famous for delaying Java since 2008. It got bumped 
from 7 to 8 to 9 and even as late as fall 2016 there were still proposals to deliver version 9 
without it.  

I am all the more excited that it is finally here: The Java Platform Module System 
(JPMS)! It brings language-level modularity to the ecosystem. No longer will JARs be mere 
class file containers; with the JPMS, they will turn into modules with names, explicit 
dependencies, and well-defined APIs. The module system promises to make artifact 
configurations more reliable and to give maintainers the means to strongly encapsulate their 
project's internals. Beyond that, modules can be used to better decouple complex systems 
with services, or to create minimal runtime images with just the JDK features you need. The 
latter is possible because, in a Herculean effort, the JDK itself was split up into about 100 
modules. 

The JPMS is a peculiar topic to study. On the one hand, all its core capabilities and even 
some of its advanced features explore worlds where no Java code has gone before. There is 
new syntax to use and new mechanisms to employ; therefore, the book will only 
occasionally deal with “regular” Java code. Hence, little Java knowledge is required to 
understand the mechanics of the module system. If you can write classes and methods and 
know how to turn them into a running application, all you need is the will to work through 
(or brush past) the parts painting the bigger picture and you're good to go. 

The first chapter paints exactly that bigger picture—it discusses what modularity is about, 
where Java failed to deliver in the past, and how the module system is going to change that. 
If you can't wait to see code, chapter 2 is for you! It's an exhibition of how to write, build, 
and run a modular application, topics which chapters 3 to 5 will tackle in all detail. It is in 
this first part where you will learn how the module system operates. 

Coming back to the JPMS' peculiar learning path, on the other hand it takes considerable 
experience to fully appreciate the motivation for introducing language-level modularity and 
its effect on Java applications, libraries, frameworks, tools, even the ecosystem as a whole. 
If you are building large applications and have been down all seven circles of JAR hell, you 
will value what the module system brings to the table. The book will make sure to connect 
the JPMS' impact to all you already know about the ecosystem. 

Besides chapter 1, that is the second part's job. What do the changes mean for 
compatibility and how can existing applications be migrated to the module system? How 
can modules be fine-tuned and which new strategies does the system add to your arsenal? 
These and more questions will be answered in part two. 

So if you have developed software before, have a little experience with Java, and want to 
understand how it tackles modularity, this is the book for you. And if you're an experienced 
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Java developer, in charge of migrating your project to Java 9 and trying to get the most out 
of the module system, well then, this is book is also for you. Full disclosure: If you're new to 
software development and Java, you need some grit to make it through. 

Note: the hand-drawn graphics will be polished and made digital once this book is in 
Production. 

Last but not least: Your feedback is essential to creating the best book possible, I hope 
you’ll be leaving comments in the Author Online forum. After all, not only do I need to 
know if my explanations are working for you, there are also ever-new edge cases to explore, 
particularly during migration, and getting your first-hand use cases can lead to great 
improvements. 

 
I hope you enjoy this book and that I will hear from you! 
 
—Nicolai Parlog 
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preface 
The module system and I met one early morning in April of 2015. Before going to work, I 
checked the OpenJFX mailing list and skimmed the message of a JavaFX user who was 
concerned about private APIs becoming unavailable "due to modularity restrictions". No way, I 
remember thinking, Java would never undergo such an incompatible change. I wrote it off as a 
misunderstanding and headed out to work. 

Where, after lunch, I had a small dispute with a colleague. Nothing consequential, but it left me 
somewhat disgruntled and so I decided to go home early and enjoy the sunny spring day. Out on 
the balcony with a cool beer I needed something to read. But what? Out of curiosity, I started 
going through the replies to the mail I skimmed that morning—and it sucked me right in! 

Over the next weeks I devoured every piece of information I could find about Project Jigsaw, 
the roof under which the module system was being developed. It turned out that the concerns 
were absolutely justified and in the beginning I mostly focused on all the things that might 
break on Java 9. 

The potential benefits, on the other hand, were a little less obvious. Fortunately, at the time, I 
was working on a large Java application and it slowly began to dawn on me, how the module 
system could be used to improve and maintain its overall structure. More and more pieces fell 
into place and after a couple of weeks I was sold on the idea of introducing modules into the 
ecosystem—even if that meant breaking a few things. 

The journey from compatibility concerns to understanding the underlying reasons to 
appreciating what the module system has to offer is a common one. But not the only one! 
Instead of worrying about existing code bases, you may want to evaluate the module system for 
your next greenfield Java project or maybe you’re more interested in the larger impact of 
modularity on the ecosystem. Wherever your journey starts, I wrote this book to be your guide. 

If you wonder where the journey leads, think back to Java 8. It introduced lambda expressions, 
but more important than that language feature on its own is its continued effect on the 
community and ecosystem: It introduced millions of Java developers to the basics of functional 
programming and sent us on a journey that opened our eyes to new concepts, making us 
stronger developers in the process. It also spurred a lot of new libraries and even taught existing 
frameworks a thing or two. 

Keep that in mind when thinking about the module system. It is more than just a language 
feature; it will send us on a journey to learn more about modularity in all its forms, how to 
properly design and maintain large software projects, and will spur better support for 
modularity by libraries, frameworks, and tools. It will make us stronger developers. 
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about this book 
Java 9 introduced the Java Platform Module System (JPMS) to the language and ecosystem and 
made modularity primitives readily available to all Java developers. For most people, me 
included, these concepts are new and so this book teaches them from the ground up. It goes all 
the way from the motivation and basics into all advanced features. More than that, it also helps 
you migrate your existing projects to Java 9 and beyond as well as to incrementally modularize 
them if you want to do that. 

Note that we do not set out to study modularity per se. This is a complex topic and entire books 
have been written about it (for example Java Application Architecture by Kirk Knoernschild). 
But while we focus on putting modularity into action with the module system, you will not be 
able to avoid learning about the reasons for doing so. 

Who should read this book 

The module system is an interesting beast. Its underlying principles and concepts are quite 
simple, yet its effects on the ecosystem aren’t. It is not as immediately exciting as lambda 
expressions, but it will change the ecosystem just as thoroughly. In the end, all of that hardly 
matters, though. By now, it is as much a part of Java as the compiler, the private modifier, and 
the if statement and just as every developer needs to know those they need to know about the 
module system. 

Fortunately, getting started is easy. At the module system’s core lie just a few simple concepts 
that every developer with a minimum amount of Java knowledge can understand. Basically, 
you’re good to go if you know how visibility modifiers work, have a rough idea how to 
use javac, jar, and java, and know that the JVM loads classes from JARs. 

If that describes you and you like a challenge, I encourage you to read this book—you might not 
be able to connect all the dots, but you’ll still walk away with a strong understanding of the 
module system and a lot of things to follow up on to better understand the Java ecosystem. 

To connect all the dots, on the other hand, you should have a couple of years of experience 
developing Java projects. Generally speaking, the larger they are and the more involved you are 
in evolving their architecture, picking the right dependencies, and fighting with them when they 
weren’t, the more you will appreciate what the module system has to offer. It will also be easier 
to vet the impact the module system has on your project and the ecosystem at large. 

How this book is organized 

The book is structured on several levels. It is obviously split into chapters (and three parts), but 
it does not require you to read them linearly, so I’ve also got a couple proposals for you what to 
read in which order. 

PARTS AND CHAPTERS 

This book consists of fifteen chapters, organized into three parts. 

Part 1, Hello, Modules, shows Java’s shortcomings that the module system was created to 
overcome, explains its basic mechanisms and how to create, build, and run modular 
applications: 

 Chapter 1, First piece of the puzzle, discusses Java’s lack of support for modularity on the 
level of JARs, the negative effects that has, and how the module system will tackle these 
deficiencies. 

 Chapter 2, Anatomy of a modular application, showcases how to build and run a modular 
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application and introduces the example app that is used throughout the book. This chapter is 
giving you the big picture, but does not go into the detail—that’s what the next three chapters 
do. 

 Chapter 3, Defining modules and their properties, introduces the module declaration as the 
basic building block of modules and how the module system processes it to achieve its most 
important goals: making projects more reliable and maintainable. 

 Chapter 4, Building modules from source to JAR, shows how to compile and package a 
modular project with the javac and jar commands. 

 Chapter 5, Running and debugging modular applications, examines the many new options on 
the java command. Launching a modular application is quite simple and so it spends most of 
its time giving you the tools you need to find and solve problems. 

Part 2, Adapting Real-World Projects, turns away from the ideal case of a fully modularized 
project and addresses how to migrate existing projects to Java 9 and beyond and how to 
modularize them incrementally: 

 Chapter 6, Compatibility challenges when moving to Java 9, explores the most common 
hurdles you are going to face when migrating an existing code base to Java 9 (you’re not 
creating any modules yet). 

 Chapter 7, Recurring challenges when running on Java 9, discusses two more hurdles, which 
are set apart because they are not limited to migrations—you are just as likely to face them 
even after you’ve migrated and modularized your project. 

 Chapter 8, Incremental modularization of existing projects, shows you how to take a large 
code base that runs on Java 9 and start turning it into modules—the good news is, you don’t 
have to do it all at once. 

 Chapter 9, Migration and modularization strategies reflects over the previous three chapters 
and develops strategies that help you migrate and modularize an existing code base. 

Part 3, Advanced Module System Features shows capabilities that build on the basics introduced 
in part 1: 

 Chapter 10, Using services to decouple modules, shows how the module system supports the 
separation of consumers and implementors of an API. 

 Chapter 11, Refining dependencies and APIs, extends the basic dependency and accessibility 
mechanisms introduced in chapter 3, giving you the flexibility you need to implement messy, 
real-world use cases. 

 Chapter 12, Reflection in a modular world, discusses how reflection lost its superpowers, 
what application, library, and framework developers have to do to make reflecting code 
work, and which new, powerful features the reflection API was extended with. 

 Chapter 13, Module versions—what’s possible and what’s not, explains why the module 
system mostly ignores version information, what little support it has for versions, and how it 
is possible, albeit complex, to run several versions of the same module. 

 Chapter 14, Customizing runtime images with `jlink`, shows how you can benefit from the 
modularized JDK by creating your own runtime images with just the modules you need and 
how you can benefit from a modularized application by including it in that image, giving you 
a single deployment unit. 

 Chapter 15, Putting the pieces together, shows what the application introduced in 
chapter 2 looks like with all the bells and whistles from part 3. It also gives advise on how to 
best use the module system. 

PICK YOUR OWN PATH 

I want this book to be more than just a one-off device that teaches you about the module system 
when you read it cover to cover. Not that there’s anything wrong with that, but I want it to be 
more. I want it to be your guide that you can use to learn what you care about the most in the 
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order you are interested and that can stay on your desk, ready to be used as a reference 
whenever you need to look up a detail. 

So while you are of course invited to read this book from beginning to end, you absolutely don’t 
have to. I made sure that each mechanism and feature gets its own chapter or section, so it is 
introduced in all detail in one spot. If you need to read up on a concept, check the index—the 
page on which a term is first introduced is marked in bold. 

To make jumping into a chapter easier, I often restate and cross-reference facts that are 
introduced in other parts of the book, so that you are aware of them if you haven’t read the 
corresponding part. I hope you forgive me if, at times, you feel that I’m repeating myself or are 
putting up too many signposts. 

In case you’re not the cover-to-cover person, here are a few paths you could take: 

"I have two hours—show me what you’ve got" 

Goals of the module system (1.5) ⇝ Anatomy of a modular application (2) ⇝ Defining 
modules and their properties (3) ⇝ Tips for a modular application (15.2) 

"I want my existing project to run on Java 9" 

First piece of the puzzle (1) ⇝ Defining modules and their properties (3) ⇝ Compatibility 
challenges when moving to Java 9 (6) ⇝ Recurring challenges when running on Java 
9 (7) ⇝ The unnamed module—a.k.a the class path(8.2) ⇝ Migration strategies (9.1) 

"I consider starting a new project with modules" 

Hello, Modules (part 1) ⇝ at least Using services to decouple modules (10) and Refining 
dependencies and APIs (11) from part 3 ⇝ Putting the pieces together (15) 

"How does the module system change the Java ecosystem" 

First piece of the puzzle (1) ⇝ Anatomy of a modular application (2) ⇝ Defining modules 
and their properties (3) ⇝ skim Compatibility challenges when moving to Java 9 (6) 
and Recurring challenges when running on Java 9 (7) ⇝ Advanced Module System 
Features (part 3), except maybe chapters 10 and 11 

"I’m invited to a party and need to know some oddities of the module system to make conversation" 

Bird’s-eye view on the module system (1.4) ⇝ Goals of the module 
system (1.5) ⇝ Organizing your project in a directory structure (4.1) ⇝ Loading resources 
from modules (5.2) ⇝ Debugging modules and modular applications(5.3) ⇝ anything 
from Compatibility challenges when moving to Java 9 (6) and Recurring challenges when 
running on Java 9 (7) makes a great conversation starter ⇝ Module versions—what’s 
possible and what’s not (13) ⇝Customizing runtime images with `jlink` (14) 

"This is awesome, I want to know everything" 

Read everything. Maybe leave Adapting Real-World Projects (part 2) for the end if you don’t 
have an existing project to worry about. 

Whichever path you take, look out for signposts, particularly at the beginning and end of each 
chapter, to decide where to go next. 

WATCH OUT FOR THESE 

This book is full of new terms, examples, tips, and things to keep in mind. To make it easier for 
you to find what you’re looking for, I explicitly highlighted two kinds of information: 

 Definitions of a new concept, term, module property, or command line option are in 
bold. These are the most essential paragraphs in the book—search for them if you need to 
look up how exactly a specific mechanism works. 
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IMPORTANT  Paragraphs marked with this icon give you the most relevant information on the concept that is currently 
being discussed or point out some non-obvious fact that is worth keeping in mind—commit them to memory! 

About the code 

The entire book uses the ServiceMonitor application to demonstrate the module system’s 
features and behavior. You can find it here: 

https://github.com/CodeFX-org/demo-jpms-monitor 

In slight variations it is used in almost all chapters. The Git repository has a few branches that 
specifically show the features presented in parts 1 (mostly master and a few of the break-
… branches) and 3 (separate feature-… and the other break-… branches). 

Part 2, which tackles migration and modularization challenges, also occasionally 
uses ServiceMonitor as an example, but there are no specific branches for that. Another variant 
of the application showcases a couple of the migration problems, though: 

https://github.com/CodeFX-org/demo-java-9-migration 

All you need to code along with the book or experiment with the examples is Java 9 or later (see 
below), a text editor, and minimal command line skills. If you decide to work with the code in 
an IDE, pick one that has proper Java 9 support (at least IntelliJ IDEA 2017.2, Eclipse 
Oxygen.1a, or NetBeans 9). I recommend to either type out commands yourself or run 
the .sh or .bat scripts, but for some uses cases you can use Maven—if you want to build 
projects with it, you need at least 3.5.0. 

You can find more setup details in each project’s README. 

ABOUT THE JAVA VERSION 

Java EE becomes Jakarta EE 
The module system is part of the Java Standard Edition 9 (Java SE 9). Besides Java SE there is the Java Enterprise 
Edition (Java EE)—its current release is Java EE 8. In the past, Java SE and EE were governed by the same process 
and under the roof of the same guardian: first Sun, then Oracle. 

That changed in 2017. Oracle transfered the Java EE technologies to the Eclipse Foundation, which founded 
the project Eclipse Enterprise for Java (EE4J) to govern it. The Java EE platform will henceforth be called Jakarta 
EE and its first release is Jakarta EE 8. 

I will occasionally reference Java EE / Jakarta EE in this book (particularly in section 6.1). To avoid confusion 
between the two projects and whether a technology is formally still Java EE or already Jakarta EE, I will simply use 
the abbreviation JEE. 

 

This book was written when Java 9 was still fresh and all code is guaranteed to work on it, more 
precisely on version 9.0.4. It has also been tested on and updated for Java 10 and 11. When 
going to print, 11 was still in early access, though, and it is possible that there will be small 
changes before the release that are not reflected in this book. 

Java 9 not only introduced the module system, though, it was also the starting point of the six-
month release cycle. So Java 10 is already out and Java 11 will be soon (depending on when 
you read this, it very well might already have been released). Does that mean this book is 
already dated? 

Fortunately, not at all. Except for a few details, Java 10 and 11 don’t change anything about the 
module system and even if we look further into the future, no major changes are planned. So 
while this book mostly mentions Java 9, all of that also applies to 10, 11, and very likely a few 
more versions to come. 

That is particularly true for the compatibility challenges laid out in part 2. You can’t forego 
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them by jumping from 8 to 10 or later. At the same time, once you’ve mastered Java 9, the rest 
will be a piece of cake as Java 10 and 11 are much smaller releases with, so far, no known 
compatibility problems. 

CODE FORMATTING CONVENTIONS 

This book contains many examples of source code both in numbered listings and in line with 
normal text. In both cases, source code is formatted in a fixed-width font like this to 
separate it from ordinary text. (Module names are italicized, though—see below.) 

In many cases, the original source code and the compiler’s or JVM’s output have been 
reformatted to accommodate the available page space in the book: 

 added line breaks and reworked indentation 
 truncated output, for example by removing package names 
 shortened error messages 

In rare cases, even this was not enough, and listings include line-continuation markers (➥). 
Additionally, comments in the source code have often been removed from the listings when the 
code is described in the text. Code annotations accompany many of the listings, highlighting 
important concepts. 

Since Java 8, it is common to use the method reference syntax to refer to methods on a class: 
So add on List is List::add. Unlike List.add, it doesn’t look similar to an actual method call 
(but where did the parenthesis go?) and doesn’t beg the question about the number of 
parameters. In fact List::add refers to all the add overloads, not just one of them. I use that 
syntax throughout the book. 

MODULE NAME CONVENTIONS 

IMPORTANT Module names are about as long as package names, which can bloat code snippets and diagrams. I 
opted against that and so all self-made modules in this book have dangerously short names—don’t do 
that in a real project! Instead go with the guidelines laid out in section 3.1.3. 

Since package and module names are so similar, I decided to italicize module names like so, 
whereas package names are in a fixed-width font. This lets you tell them apart and I 
encourage you to use the same style if you write about modules. 

PLACEHOLDERS IN CODE SNIPPETS 

New features, like command line flags or what goes into module-info.java, are defined in 
general terms. This makes it necessary to use ${placeholders} to point out where your specific 
values have to go. You can recognize them by the dollar sign, followed by curly braces. 

This syntax is exclusively used in that context and its similarity to how some operating systems 
or programming languages reference arguments or variables is not accidental. But it never refers 
to any specific mechanism and placeholders are never meant to be filled in by the operating 
system or JVM. You will have to do that yourself and you will usually spot an explanation of 
what to put into a ${placeholder} somewhere close by. 
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EXAMPLE From section 4.5.3: 

When jar is used to package class files into an archive, it is possible to define a main class with --
main-class ${class}, where ${class} is the fully qualified name (meaning the package name 
appended with a dot and the class name) of the class with the main method. 

Easy, right? 

COMMANDS AND THEIR OUTPUT 

The best way to get to know the module system is to use it directly by issuing javac, java, and 
other commands and read the messages Java prints back to the command line. Consequentially, 
this book contains a lot of back and forth between commands and messages. In code snippets, 
commands are always prefixed with $, messages with >, and my comments with #. 

EXAMPLE Here’s a command issued in section 5.3.2: 

$ java 
        --module-path mods 
        --validate-modules 
 
# truncated standardized Java modules 
# truncated non-standardized JDK modules 
> file:.../monitor.rest.jar monitor.rest 
> file:.../monitor.observer.beta.jar monitor.observer.beta 

The snippet executes java --module-path mods --validate-modules (single line!), 
comments that some modules have been removed from the output and then shows a few actual 
messages that were printed. 

All commands shown in this book are for Linux, but the differences to other operating systems 
are smallthe most important one is the class path separator, which is : on Unix systems and ; on 
Windows. 

If you’re coding along and are sick of listing classes to compile (and are on Linux), you can 
use find: Put in $(find ${directory} -name '*.java'), where ${directory} is a placeholder 
for the root source directory. 

EXAMPLE Here’s an example command from section 4.2.1: 

$ javac 
        --module-path mods 
        -d monitor.observer/target/classes 
        ${source-files} 

You need to fill the placeholder ${source-files} yourself, either by listing all files manually or, on 
Linux, like this: 

$ javac 
        --module-path mods 
        -d monitor.observer/target/classes 
        $(find monitor.observer/src/main/java -name '*.java') 

Beginning with version 9, Java starts to align its command line options with the GNU-style. In 
this style, long versions of options start with two dashes and words are separated by a dash. 
Short versions have one dash and one letter. So instead of -classpath and -cp it should be --
class-path (yes, that’s two words) and -c (or something similar). 

In the spirit of compatibility, Java will of course not abandon the old variants but the new ones 
are documented more prominently and are the recommended default. This book follows that 
guideline. To make understanding the commands easier it will prefer long versions whenever 
they exist. 

Finally, commands always need to be on a single line, but in the interest of readability I often 
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split them across several. If you type them like that, you will execute them early, so make sure 
to either add your command line’s line continuation character (for example \ on Bash) before 
starting a new line or simply put the command on a single line. 

COMPILE, LINK, LAUNCH, AND RUN TIME 

I often use the terms compile time, launch time, run time, and occasionally link time to describe 
steps on the way from writing code to running a project. To make sure you know exactly what 
I’m talking about, I want to quickly define them here: 

compile time 

This is the step where the code gets compiled from source files (*.java) to bytecode 
(*.class)—obvious, right? 

link time 

This is an optional step between packaging and running a module application during which 
modules are fused into a single deployment unit—as chapter 14 explains, you do this 
with jlink. 

launch time 

Roughly speaking, I consider everything that happens after issuing a java command and 
before the JVM calls the main method launch time. This is not a widely used term in the Java 
world, but the module system is doing a lot of things in that phase and so it makes sense to 
have a word for it. 

run time 

This is when the JVM runs your code. That much is obvious, but it is worth pointing out that 
this includes launch time, which is the first phase of what happens at run time. 
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P1
Java 9 makes modularity a first-class concept. But what  modules? Which problemsare

do they solve and how can you benefit from them? In any case, what does "first-class"

even mean?

The book that you hold in your hands right now will answer all of these questions and

more. It teaches you how to define, build, and run modules, what impact they have on

existing projects and what benefits they provide.

NAVIGATION All in due time, though… This part starts by explaining what modularity
even means, why it is direly needed, and what the module system’s goals
are (chapter 1). Chapter 2 throws you into the deep end and shows code
that defines, builds, and runs modules, before chapters 3, 4, and 5
explore each of those three steps in all detail. Chapter 3 is particularly
important as it introduces the basic concepts and mechanisms underlying
the module system.

Part 2 discusses the challenges Java 9 incurs for existing applications
and part 3 introduces more advanced features.

Hello, Modules
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1
This chapter covers

We have all been in situations where the software we’ve deployed refuses to work the

way we want it to. There are of course myriad possible reasons but one particular class of

problems has been so obnoxious that it got a particularly gracious moniker: JAR hell.

Classic aspects of JAR hell are misbehaving dependencies, where some might be missing

but, as if to make up for it, others might be present multiple times, likely in different

versions. This is a surefire way to crash or, worse, subtly corrupt running applications.

The root problem underpinning JAR hell is that we see JARs as artifacts that have

identities and relationships to one another, whereas Java sees JARs as simple class file

containers without any meaningful properties. This brings about quite some trouble.

One example is the lack of meaningful encapsulation across JARs: All public types are

freely accessible by all code in the same application. This makes it easy to inadvertently

depend on types in a library that its maintainers considered implementation details and

never polished for public use. They likely hid them in a package called  or internal

 but who cares, right?impl

Well, once they change these internals, our code breaks. Or, if we hold enough sway in

the library’s community, the maintainers might be forced to leave code untouched that

they consider to be internal, preventing refactoring and code evolution. Lacking

encapsulation leads to reduced maintainability—for libraries as well as for applications.

First piece of the puzzle

modularity in general and how it shapes a system
Java’s inability to enforce modularity (with dire consequences)
how the new module system aims to fix these issues
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Less relevant for everyday development but even worse for the ecosystem as a whole is

that it’s hard to manage access to security critical code. Inside the Java Development Kit

(JDK) this led to a number of vulnerabilities, some of which contributed to Java 8’s

delayed release after Oracle bought Sun.

These and more problems have been haunting Java developers for over 20 years.

Solutions have been discussed almost as long and Java 9 finally presents one that is built

into the language: the Java Platform Module System (JPMS), developed since 2008

under the umbrella of Project Jigsaw. It allows developers to create modules by attaching

meta-information to JARs, thus making them more than mere containers. From Java 9 on,

compiler and runtime understand the identity of and relationship between modules and

can thus address problems like missing or duplicate dependencies and lacking

encapsulation.

But the JPMS is more than just a band-aid. It comes with a number of great features that

allow us to develop more beautiful and maintainable software. Maybe the biggest benefit

is that it brings every developer face to face with the concept of modularity, confronting

the community as a whole with this essential topic. More knowledgeable developers,

more modular libraries, better tool support, this and more can we expect from a Java

world where modularity is a first-class citizen.

NAVIGATION We start by exploring what modularity is all about and how we commonly
perceive a software system’s structure (1.1). The crux is, and we see that
right after, that at a specific level of abstraction, namely JARs, the JVM
does not at all see things like we do (1.2). In fact it erases our carefully
created structure! This impedance mismatch causes real problems (1.3)
and the module system was created to turn artifacts into modules (1.4)
and solve them (1.5).

How do you think about software?

As lines of code? As bits and bytes? UML diagrams? Maven POMs?

I’m not looking for a definition but an intuition. Take a moment and think about your

favorite project (or one you’re being paid to work on): What does it feel like? How do

you visualize it?

1.1 What is modularity all about?
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I can tell you how I see code bases I’m working on: as systems of interacting parts. (Yes, 

 formal.) Each part has three basic properties: a name, dependencies on other parts,that

and features it provides to others.

This is true on every level of abstraction. On a very low level, a part maps to an

individual method, where its name is the method’s name, its dependencies are the

methods it calls, and its features are the return value or state change it triggers. On a very

high level, a part corresponds to a service (did anyone say micro?) or even a whole

application.

EXAMPLE Imagine a checkout service: As part of an e-shop it lets users buy the goods
they picked out. In order to do that it needs to call the login and shopping
cart services. Again we have all three properties: a name, dependencies,
and features. It is easy to use this information to draw the diagram you can
see in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 If the checkout service and its dependencies are jotted down, they naturally
form a small graph that shows their names, dependencies, and features.

We can perceive parts on different levels of abstraction. Indeed, in between the extremes

of methods and entire applications we can map them to classes, packages, and JARs.

They too have names, dependencies, and features.

1.1.1 Visualizing software as graphs
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IMPORTANT What’s interesting about this perspective is how it can be used to visualize
and analyze a system. If we imagine, or even draw, a node for every part
we have in mind and then connect them with edges according to their
dependencies, we get a graph.

This comes so naturally that the e-shop example we just saw already did it and chances

are you didn’t even notice. Take a look at other common ways to visualize software

systems, for example in figure 1.2, and you’ll see graphs pop up everywhere. Class

diagrams are graphs. Build tools' dependency output are trees (if you use Gradle or

Maven, try  or , respectively), which aregradle dependencies mvn dependency:tree

a special type of graph. Ever saw those crazy microservice diagrams, where you can’t

understand anything? Those are graphs, too.

Figure 1.2 In software development, graphs are ubiquitous. They come in all shapes and
forms, for example as UML diagrams (left), Maven dependency trees (middle), or
microservice connectivity graphs (right).

These graphs look different, depending on whether we talk about compile-time or

run-time dependencies, whether we only look at one level of abstraction or mix them,

whether we examine the system’s entire life time or a single moment, and many other

possible distinctions. And some of the differences will become important later on but we

don’t want to get bogged down in details too early so let’s keep it intentionally vague.

For now, any of the myriad of possible graphs will do—just imagine the one you are

most comfortable with.

Visualizing a system as a graph is a common way to analyze its architecture. In fact,

many of the principles of good software design directly impact how it looks.

Take, for example, the principle to separate concerns. Following it, we strive to create

1.1.2 The impact of design principles
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software in which each individual part focuses on one task only (like "log user in" or

"draw map"). Often, tasks are made up of smaller tasks (like "load user" and "verify

password" to log the user in) and the parts implementing them should be separated as

well. This results in a graph where individual parts form small clusters that implement

clearly separated tasks.

Conversely, if concerns are poorly separated, the graph will have no clear structure and

look like everything connects to everything else. As you can see in figure 1.3 it is easy to

distinguish the two cases.

Figure 1.3 Two systems' architectures depicted as graphs. Nodes could be JARs or
classes and edges the dependencies between them. But the details do not really matter,
all it takes is a quick glance to answer the question: Which of the two systems would you
prefer working on?

Another example of a principle that impacts the graph is dependency inversion. At run

time high level code will always call into low level code but a properly designed system

will invert those dependencies at compile time: High level code will depend on interfaces

and low level code will implement them, thus inverting the dependencies upwards

towards interfaces. Looking at the right variant of our graph (see figure 1.4), we can

easily spot these inversions.

Figure 1.4 A system where high-level code depends on low-level code creates a different
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graph (left) than one where interfaces are used to invert dependencies upwards (right).
This inversion makes it easier to identify and understand meaningful components within
the system.

The goal of principles like separation of concerns and dependency inversion is to

disentangle the graph. By ignoring them the system grows into a mess, where nothing can

be changed without potentially breaking something seemingly unrelated. By following

them the system can be organized well.

The principles of good software design guide us towards disentangled systems.

Interestingly enough, while maintainable systems as a whole are their goal, most lead us

there on paths that allow us to concentrate on individual parts. Not the entire code base is

their focus, but single elements, because in the end  characteristics determine thetheir

properties of the systems they constitute.

We already gleamed at how separation of concerns and dependency inversion provide

two positive characteristics: focused on a single task and depending on interfaces, not

implementations. The most desirable traits of a system’s parts can be summarized as

follows:

IMPORTANT Each module, what we called a part up to now, has clear responsibilities
and a well-defined contract it implements. It is self-contained, opaque to its
clients, and can be replaced by a different module as long as that one
implements the same contract. Its few dependencies are APIs and not
implementations.

Systems built from such modules are more amenable to changes and, depending on how

dependencies are realized, more flexible at launch and maybe even run time. And this is

what modularity is all about: achieving maintainability and flexibility as emergent

properties of well-designed modules.

Ok, so there’s this graph of interacting parts and we saw how it connects to a couple of

nice properties that are generally summarized as modularity. But these are just ideas, just

ways to talk about software. In the end our graph  just lines and lines of code that, in theis

case of Java, is eventually compiled to bytecode instructions and executed by the Java

Virtual Machine (JVM). It would surely be great if language, compiler, and JVM (which

I will crudely and incorrectly summarize under the term Java) see things like we do.

1.2 Module erasure before Java 9

1.1.3 What modularity is all about
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And often they do! If we design a class or an interface, then the name we give it is what

Java uses to identify it. The methods we defined as its API are exactly what other code

can call—with the exact method names and parameter types we defined. Its dependencies

are clearly visible, either as import statements or fully qualified class names, and

compiler and JVM will use classes with those names to fulfill them.

NAVIGATION As an example, let’s have a look at the interface , which representsFuture

the result of a computation that might or might not yet be finished. But the
type’s functionality is not terribly important now because we are only
interested in its dependencies.

Going through the methods  declares, it is easy to enumerate theFuture

dependencies:

InterruptedException

ExecutionException

TimeUnit

TimeoutException

Applying the same analysis to the types we just identified, we can create
the dependency graph in figure 1.5. The exact form of the graph is not
utterly relevant here. What is important is that the dependency graph we
have in mind when we talk about a type and the one Java is implicitly
creating for it are identical.

public interface Future<V> {

    boolean cancel(boolean mayInterruptIfRunning);
    boolean isCancelled();
    boolean isDone();
    V get() throws InterruptedException, ExecutionException;
    V get(long timeout, TimeUnit unit)
            throws InterruptedException,
                    ExecutionException,
                    TimeoutException;
}
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Figure 1.5 The dependency graph Java operates on for any given type coincides with our
perception of the type’s dependencies. This graph shows the dependencies of the
interface Future across the packages java.util.concurrent and java.lang.

Because of Java’s strongly and statically typed nature, it will tell us immediately if

something breaks. A class' name is illegal? One of our dependencies is gone? Our

method’s visibility changed and now callers can’t see it? Java will tell us—the compiler

during compilation and the JVM during execution.

NOTE Note that compile-time checks can be bypassed with reflection (have a
look into appendix B for a quick introduction). For this reason it is
considered a sharp, potentially dangerous tool, only to be used for special
occasions. We are hence going to ignore it for now but will come back to
it in later chapters.

As an example for where Java’s and our perception of dependencies clearly diverge we

can look at the service or application level. This is clearly outside Java’s scope. It has no

idea what our application is called, cannot tell us that there is no "GitHab" service or no

"Oracel" database (oops), and doesn’t know that we just changed our service’s API and

broke our clients. It simply has no constructs that map to the collaboration of applications

or services. And that’s fine because Java operates on the level of an individual

application.
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IMPORTANT But there is this one level of abstraction that clearly lies within Java’s
scope but, before Java 9, is very poorly supported. So poorly that our
modularization efforts are effectively undone, leading to what has been
called "module erasure". That level is the one dealing with artifacts, in
Java’s parlance called JARs.

If an application is modularized on this level, it consists of several JARs. Even if not, it

surely depends on libraries, which might have their own dependencies. Jotting these

down we end up with the already familiar graph, but this time for JARs, not classes.

EXAMPLE As an example, let’s consider an application called . WithoutServiceMonitor
going into too much detail, it behaves as follows: It checks availability of
other services on the network and aggregates statistics. Those are written to
a database and made available via a REST API.

The application’s authors made some effort and created four JARs:

observer: observes other services and checks availability

statistics: creates statistics from availability data

persistence: reads and writes statistics to the database with hibernate

monitor: triggers data collection and pipes the data through  into statistics
; implements the REST API with persistence spark

Each JAR has its own dependencies, all of which can be seen in figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6 Given any application we can draw a dependency graph for its artifacts. Here
the ServiceMonitor application is split into four JARs, which have dependencies between
them but also on third party libraries.
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In these graphs we have everything we discussed earlier: The JARs have names, they

depend on each other, and each offers specific features by providing public classes and

methods that other JARs can call.

When starting an application, we must list all the JARs we want to use on the class path:

Explicitly list required JAR files with the --class-path option (a new alternative for
-cp and -classpath; also works with javac)

And this is where things go awry—at least before Java 9.

IMPORTANT The JVM launches without knowledge of any of our classes. Every time it
encounters a reference to an unknown one, starting with the main class
we specified on the command line, it goes through all JARs on the class
path looking for a class with that fully qualified name. If it finds it, it simply
loads it into a huge set of all classes and is done with it. There is simply no
run-time concept in the JVM that corresponds to JARs.

Figure 1.7 Neither Java’s compiler nor its virtual machine have concepts for artifacts or
the dependencies between them. Instead, JARs are treated as simple containers, out of
which classes are loaded into a single name space. Eventually, the classes end up in a
kind of primordial soup, where every public type is accessible by every other.

Without run-time representation, JARs loose their identity. While they have file names,

the JVM does not much care about them. Wouldn’t it be nice if exception messages could

$ java

    --class-path observer.jar:statistics.jar:persistence.jar:monitor.jar 
    org.codefx.monitor.Monitor
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point to the JAR the problem occurred in? Or if the JVM could name a missing

dependency?

Talking about dependencies—these become invisible as well. Operating on the level of

classes, the JVM has no concept for dependencies between JARs. Ignoring the artifacts

that contained the classes also means that encapsulation of those artifacts is impossible.

And indeed, every public class is visible to all other classes.

Names, explicit dependencies, clearly defined APIs; neither compiler nor JVM care

much about any of the things we value in modules. This erases our modular structure and

turns that carefully designed graph into a big ball of mud as can be seen in figure 1.7.

This is not without consequences.

As we have seen, Java before version 9 is lacking the concepts to properly support

modularity across artifacts. And while this causes problems they are obviously not

prohibitive (or we would not use Java). But when they  rear their ugly heads, typicallydo

in larger applications, they can be hard or even impossible to solve.

The complications that are most likely to affect application developers are commonly

summarized under the endearing term JAR hell but they are not the only ones. Security

and maintenance problems, more of an issue for JDK and library developers, are also a

consequence.

I am sure you have seen quite a few of these complications yourself and over the course

of this section we’ll look at them one by one. Don’t worry if you’re not familiar with all

of them—quite the opposite, consider yourself lucky that you did not have to deal with

them yet. If you’re well familiar with JAR hell and related problems, feel free to skip to

section 1.4, which introduces the module system.

In case you’re getting frustrated with this seemingly endless stream of problems,

relax—there will be a catharsis: Section 1.5 discusses how the module system overcomes

most of these shortcomings.

1.3 Complications before Java 9
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Has an application of yours ever crashed with a ? It occursNoClassDefFoundError

when the JVM cannot find a class on which the code depends that is currently being

executed. Finding the depending code is easy (a look at the stack trace will reveal it) and

identifying the missing dependency is usually not much more work (the missing class'

name often gives it away) but determining  the dependency is not present can bewhy

tough. Considering the artifact dependency graph, though, the question arises why we’re

only finding out at run time that something’s missing.

DEFINITION The reason is simple. A JAR cannot express which other JARs it depends
 in a way that the JVM will understand. An external entity is required toon

identify and fulfill the dependencies.

Before build tools gained the ability to identify and fetch dependencies, that external

entity used to be us. We had to scan the documentation for dependencies, find the correct

projects, download the JARs, and add them to the project. Optional dependencies, where

a JAR might only require another JAR if we wanted to use certain features, further

complicated the process.

For an application to work it might only need a handful of libraries. But each of those in

turn might need a handful of other libraries and so on. As the problem of unexpressed

dependencies is compounded it becomes exponentially more labor-intensive and

error-prone.

IMPORTANT Build tools like Maven and Gradle largely solved this problem. They excel
in making dependencies explicit so that they can hunt down each required
JAR along the myriad edges of the transitive dependency tree. Still, having
the JVM understand the concept of artifact dependencies would increase
robustness and portability.

Sometimes different JARs on the class path contain classes with the same fully qualified

name. This can happen for a number of reasons:

There may be two different versions of the same library.
Some JAR might contain its own dependencies, called a  or an , butfat JAR uber JAR
some of them are also pulled in as standalone JARs because other artifacts depend on
them.
A library may have been renamed or split and some of its types are unknowingly added

1.3.1 Unexpressed dependencies between JARs

1.3.2 Shadowing of classes with the same name
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to the class path twice.

DEFINITION Since a class will be loaded from the first JAR on the class path that
contains it, that variant will  all others and make them unavailable.shadow

If the variants differ semantically, this can lead to anything from

too-subtle-to-notice-misbehavior to havoc-wreaking-errors. Even worse, the form in

which this problem manifests itself can seem non-deterministic. It depends on the order

in which the JARs are searched, which may well differ across different environments, for

example between the IDE (integrated development environments like IntelliJ, Eclipse, or

Netbeans) and the production machine where the code will eventually run.

EXAMPLE Take the example of Google’s widely used  library, which contains aGuava
utility class . From Guava version 19com.google.common.collect.Iterators

to version 20 the method  was removed. As figure 1.8emptyIterator()

shows, if both versions end up on the class path  if version 20 comesand
first, then any code that depends on  will use the new version, thusIterators

ending up unable to call 19’s . So even though aIterators::emptyIterator

class containing the method is on the class path it is effectively invisible.

Figure 1.8 It is possible that the the class path contains the same library in two different
versions (left) or two different libraries that have a set of types in common (right). In both
cases some types will be present more than once. As only the first variant that is
encountered during the class path scan is loaded (it shadows all the others), the order in
which the JAR files are scanned determines which code runs.

Shadowing mostly happens by accident. But it is also possible to purposely use this

behavior to override specific classes in third-party libraries with hand-crafted

implementations, thus patching the library.
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IMPORTANT While build tools might reduce the chance that this happens accidentally,
they cannot generally prevent it.

Version conflicts are the bane of any large software project. Once the number of

dependencies is no longer a single digit the likelihood of them occurring converges to 1

with an alarming speed.

DEFINITION Version conflicts arise when two required libraries depend on different,
non-compatible versions of a third library.

If both versions are present on the class path, the behavior will be unpredictable. First,

because of shadowing, classes that exist in both versions will only be loaded from one of

them. Worse, if a class that exists in one but not the other version is accessed, that class

will be loaded as well. Code calling into the library might hence find a mix of both

versions.

If, on the other hand, one of the versions is missing, the program will most likely not

function correctly since both versions are required and by assumption not compatible,

which means none of them can stand in for the other (see figure 1.9). Like with missing

dependencies this manifests itself as unexpected behavior or as a 

.NoClassDefFoundError

EXAMPLE Continuing the Guava example from the section on shadowing, imagine
some code depends on , a class thatcom.google.common.io.InputSupplier

was present in 19 but removed in 20. The JVM would first scan Guava 20
and, after not finding it there, load it from Gauva 19. Suddenly an amalgam
of both Guava versions is running! As a finishing move, imagine 

 would call … What do you think,InputSupplier Iterators::emptyIterator

how much fun would it be to debug that?

1.3.3 Conflicts between different versions of the same project
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Figure 1.9 Transitive dependencies on conflicting versions of the same library are often
not resolvable—one dependency has to be eliminated. Here, an old version of Richfaces
depends on a different version of Guava than the application wants to use. Unfortunately,
Guava 16 has removed an API that RichFaces relies on.

IMPORTANT There is really no technical solution for this that does not involve existing
module systems or manually fiddling with class loaders.

Build tools are generally able to detect this scenario. They may warn about it and usually

resolve it with simple mechanisms like picking the most current version.

Our examination of the class loading mechanism in section 1.2 was not entirely

complete. The described behavior is the default one, where all application classes are

loaded by the same class loader. But developers are free to add additional class loaders,

delegating from one to the other to solve some of the problems we are discussing here.

This is typically done by containers like component systems and web servers. Ideally this

implicit use is completely hidden from application developers but, as we know, all

abstractions are leaky. And in some circumstances developers might explicitly add class

loaders to implement features, for example to allow their users to extend the application

by loading new classes, or to be able to use conflicting versions of the same dependency.

1.3.4 Complex class loading
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IMPORTANT Regardless of how multiple class loaders enter the picture, they require
the developer to take a deeper dive into this topic. And they can quickly
lead to a complex delegation mechanism that exhibits unexpected and
hard to understand behavior.

Java’s visibility modifiers are great to implement encapsulation between classes in the

same package. But across package boundaries there is only one visibility for types: 

.public

DEFINITION As we saw, a class loader folds all loaded packages into one big ball of
—with the consequence that all public classes are visible to all othermud

classes. Due to this  there is no way to createweak encapsulation
functionality which is visible throughout a whole JAR but not outside of it.

This makes it very hard to properly modularize a system. If some functionality is

required by different parts of a module (e.g. a library or a sub-project of your system) but

should not be visible outside of it, the only way to achieve this is to put them all into one

package and use package visibility. In an act of pre-emptive obedience we erase the

code’s structure ourselves instead of leaving this task to the JVM.

And even in cases where package visibility solves our problem, there is still reflection to

get around that.

Figure 1.10 The maintainers of Eclipse JGit did not intend the types in
org.eclipse.jgit.internal for public consumption. Unfortunately, because Java has no
concept of JARs and their internals, there is really nothing they can do to stop any
com.company.Type to compile against it. Even if it were only package visible it could still
be accessed via reflection.

1.3.5 Weak encapsulation across JARs
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Weak encapsulation lets clients of an artifact break into its internals (see figure 1.10).

This can happen accidentally if IDEs suggest to import classes from packages that some

documentation marks as being internal. More often it is done purposefully to overcome

problems that seem to have no other solution (which is sometimes the case and

sometimes not).

But it comes at a high price! Now the clients' code is coupled to the artifact’s

implementation details. This makes updates risky for the clients and, if the maintainers

decide to take this coupling into consideration, impedes changing those internals. It can

go as far as to slow or even prevent meaningful evolution of the artifact.

EXAMPLE In case this sounds like an edge case, it really isn’t. The most notorious
example is ; a JDK-internal class that lets us do crazysun.misc.Unsafe

things (by Java standards) like directly allocating and freeing memory. Many
critical Java libraries and frameworks like Netty, PowerMock, Neo4J, Apache
Hadoop, and Hazelcast use it. And because many applications depend on
those libraries, they also depend on these internals. That way, Unsafe

became a critical piece of infrastructure even though it was neither intended
nor designed for that.

Another example is JUnit 4. Many tools, especially IDEs, have all kinds of
nice features that make testing easier for us developers. But because JUnit
4’s API is not rich enough to implement all these features, tools break into its
internals. This coupling considerably slowed JUnit 4’s development,
eventually becoming an important reason to completely start over with JUnit
5.

DEFINITION An immediate consequence of weak encapsulation across package
boundaries is that security relevant functionality will be exposed to all code
running in the same environment. This means that malicious code can
access critical functionality and the only way to combat that is to manually

 on critical execution paths.implement security checks

Since Java 1.1 this was done by invoking ,SecurityManager::checkPackageAccess

which checks whether the calling code is allowed to access the called package, on every

code path into security relevant code. Or rather, it should be invoked on every such path.

Forgetting these calls lead to some of the vulnerabilities that plagued Java in the past,

particularly during the transition from Java 7 to 8.

1.3.6 Security checks have to be handcrafted
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It can of course be argued that security relevant code should be double, triple, quadruple

checked. But to err is human and requiring us to manually insert security checks at

module boundaries poses a higher risk than a well-automated variant.

Did you ever wonder why many Java applications, particularly Web backends that use

powerful frameworks like Spring, take so long to load?

DEFINITION As we saw earlier, the JVM will lazily load classes as they are required.
Most commonly, a lot of classes are first accessed immediately during
startup (as opposed to later when the application already ran for a while).
And  before the Java runtime has loaded them all.it takes a while

One reason is that the class loader has no way to know which JAR a class might come

from. So it must execute a linear scan of all JARs on the class path. Similarly, identifying

all occurrences of a specific annotation requires the inspection of all classes on the class

path.

NOTE This is not really a consequence of the JVM’s big-ball-of-mud approach
but since we’re ranting we should get this out there.

DEFINITION Before Java 8 there was . All Javano way to install a subset of the JRE
installations had support for, e.g., XML, SQL and Swing, which many use
cases do not require at all.

While this may be of little relevance for medium sized computing devices (e.g. desktop

PCs or laptops) it is obviously important for the smallest devices like routers, TV-boxes,

cars, and all the other nooks and crannies where Java is used. With the current trend of

containerization it also gains relevance on servers, where reducing an image’s footprint

will reduce costs.

Java 8 brought compact profiles, which define three subsets of Java SE. They alleviate

the problem but do not solve it. Compact profiles are fixed and hence unable to cover all

current and future needs for partial JREs.

1.3.7 Poor startup performance

1.3.8 Rigid Java runtime
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That’s quite a number of problems we’ve just discussed. So how does the Java Platform

Module System address them? The principal idea is pretty simple!

IMPORTANT The basic building block of the JPMS are modules (surprise). Like JARs,
they are a container for types and resources; but unlike JARs, they have
additional characteristics—these are the most fundamental ones:

A name, preferably one that is globally unique.

Declarations of dependencies on other modules.

A clearly defined API that consists of exported packages.

There are different kinds of modules and section 3.1.4 categorizes them but it makes

sense to have a quick look at them now.

During the work on Project Jigsaw the Open JDK got split up into about 100 modules,

the so-called . Roughly 30 of them have names beginning with ;platform modules java.*

they are the standardized modules that every JVM has to contain (see figure 1.11 for a

few of them). These are some of the more important ones:

java.base
The module without which no JVM program functions—contains packages like 

 and java.lang java.util

java.desktop
Not only for those brave desktop UI developers out there—contains AWT (packages 

), Swing (packages ), and more APIs, among themjava.awt.* javax.swing.*

JavaBeans (package )java.beans

java.logging
Contains the package .java.util.logging

java.rmi
Remote Method Invocation (RMI)

java.xml
Contains most of the XML API word salad: JAXP, StAX, SAX, DOM

java.xml.bind
Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB)

java.sql
Java Database Connector (JDBC)

java.sql.rowset

1.4 Bird’s-eye view on the module system

1.4.1 Everything is a module
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JDBC RowSet API

java.se
References the modules making up the core Java SE API. (This is a so-called aggregator

--see section 11.1.5.)module

java.se.ee
References the modules making up the full Java SE API (another aggregator).

Then there is JavaFX. A telltale sign that its high-level architecture is superior to AWT’s

and Swing’s is that it was not only sufficiently decoupled from the rest of the JDK to get

its own module, it was actually split into seven: bindings, graphics, controls, web view,

FXML, media, and Swing interop. All module names begin with javafx.*

Finally, there are about 60 modules whose names begin with . They contain APIjdk.*

implementations, internal utilities, tools (e.g, compiler, JAR, JDeps, JShell), and more.

They might differ across JVM implementations, so using them is akin to using code from

 packages: not a future-proof choice but sometimes the only one that’s available.sun.*

You can see a list of all modules contained in a JDK or JRE by running java

. To get details for a single module execute --list-modules java --describe-module

 (  is a placeholder, not valid syntax—replace it with${module-name} ${module-name}

your module of choice).

Figure 1.11 A selection of platform modules. The arrows show their dependencies but
some are not depicted to keep the graph simpler: The aggregator module java.se directly
depends on each module and each module directly depends on java.base.

Platform modules are packed into JMOD files, a new format that was created for this

very purpose. But code outside the JDK can create modules just as well. In that case they

are , which are just plain JARs that contain a new construct, the modular JARs module

, which defines the module’s name, dependencies, and exports. Finally, theredescriptor
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are those modules that the module system creates on the fly from JARs that were not yet

transformed into modules.

IMPORTANT This leads to a fundamental aspect of the module system: Everything is a
 (Or, more precisely, no matter how types and resources aremodule!

presented to the compiler or the virtual machine, they will end up in a
module.) Modules are at the very heart of the module system and hence of
this book. Everything else can ultimately be traced back to them and their
name, their declaration of dependencies, and the API they export.

That the JDK got modularized is fine and dandy, but what about your code? How does it

end up in modules? That’s actually fairly simple.

The only thing you need to do is add a file , a so-called module-info.java module

, to your source folder and fill it with your module’s name, dependencies ondeclaration

other modules, and the packages that make up its public API:

Looks like the  module uses the platform modules  and  andxmlizer java.base java.xml

exports a package .com.example.xml

So far, so good. Now we simply compile  with all other sources to module-info.java

 files and package it into a JAR. (The compiler and the  tool will.class jar

automatically do the right thing.) And, et voilà, you’ve just created your first module.

EXAMPLE Let’s launch the XMLizer and observe the module system in action. For that
we fire off the following command:

1.4.2 Your first module

module xmlizer {
    // we'll see later, that requiring
    // java.base is not actually needed
    requires java.base;
    requires java.xml;
    exports com.example.xml;
}

1.4.3 The module system in action

java
    --module-path mods
    --module xmlizer
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1.  
2.  

3.  
4.  

The module system picks it up from here. It takes a number of steps to improve our

situation over the ball of mud we faced in sections 1.2 and 1.3:

bootstraps itself
verifies that all required modules are present while building an internal representation of
the application’s architecture
launches initial module’s  methodmain

stays active during running application to protect module internals

Figure 1.12 captures all steps, but let’s not get ahead of ourselves and study each in turn.

Figure 1.12 The Java Platform Module System (JPMS) in action. It does most of its work at
launch time: (1.) after bootstrapping, it (2.) makes sure all modules are present while
building the module graph, before (3.) handing control over to the running application. At
run time (4.) it enforces that each module’s internals are protected.

The module system is just code and we’ve just found out that everything’s a module, so

which one contains the JPMS? That would be , the base module. In ajava.base

considerable hen-and-egg mind boggler the module system and the base module

bootstrap each other.

The base module is also the first node in the module graph that the JPMS will build.

Actually, that’s exactly what it does next.

LOADING THE BASE MODULE
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The command we issued ended with . This tells the module system--module xmlizer

that  is the application’s main module and that dependency resolution needs toxmlizer

start there.

But where can the JPMS find that module? That’s where  comes--module-path mods

in. It told the module system that it can find application modules in the folder  andmods

so it dutifully looks there for the  module.xmlizer

Folders don’t contain modules, though, they contain JARs. So the module system scans

all JARs in  and looks for their module descriptors. In our example,  onlymods mods

contains  and its descriptor claims it contains a module named .xmlizer.jar xmlizer

Exactly what the module system has been looking for! It creates an internal

representation of  and adds it to the module graph—so far not connected toxmlizer

anything else.

So the module system found the initial module—what’s next? Searching for its

dependencies. The descriptor of  states that it requires the modules  and xmlizer java.base

, so where can the JPMS find those?java.xml

The first one, , is already known and so the module system can simply add ajava.base

connection from  to —the first edge in our graph. Next up is .xmlizer java.base java.xml

That it begins with  tells the module system that it’s a platform module and so thejava

JPMS doesn’t search the module path for it but its own module storage. It will soon find 

 there and add it to the graph with a connection from  to it.java.xml xmlizer

By now we have three nodes in the graph, but only two were resolved. The dependencies

of  are still unknown and so the JPMS checks them next. It doesn’t have anyjava.xml

besides , though, and so module resolution concludes. Starting with  andjava.base xmlizer

the omnipresent base module, it built a small graph with three nodes.

If the JPMS can not find a required module or if it encounters any ambiguities (like two

JARs containing modules with the same name), it will quit with an informative error

message. This means we can discover problems at launch time that would otherwise

crash the running application at some arbitrary point in the future.

MODULE RESOLUTION—BUILDING A GRAPH THAT REPRESENTS THE
APPLICATION
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How did all of this start again? Ah yes, with the command ending in --module xmlizer

. The module system fulfilled one of its core functions, namely to verify the presence of

all required dependencies, and can now hand control over to the application.

The initial module  is not only the one where module resolution starts, it must alsoxmlizer

contain a  method. But we don’t necessarilypublic static void main(String[])

have to specify the class containing that method when launching the app. I’ve skipped

past this, but we’ve been very diligent when packaging the  files into a JAR and.class

specified the main class then. That information was embedded in the module descriptor,

which is where the JPMS can read it from now.

So because we used  without specifying a main class, the module--module xmlizer

system expects to find that information in the module descriptor. Thankfully it does and

calls  on that class. The application launches, but the JPMS' work is not over yet!main

Even with the application successfully launched, the module system needs to stay active

to fulfill its second essential function: guarding module internals. Remember the line 

 in 's module declaration? This is where it and othersexports com.example.xml xmlizer

like it come into play.

Whenever a module first accesses a type in another module, the JPMS verifies that three

requirements are met:

the accessed type needs to be public
the module owning that type must have exported the package containing it
in the module graph, the accessing module must be connected to the owning one

So when  first uses  (for example), the module systemxmlizer javax.xml.XMLConstants

checks whether  is public (), whether  exports  (), andXMLConstants java.xml javax.xml

whether  is connected to  in the module graph (). Since all three pan out, xmlizer java.xml

 can do its thing with .xmlizer XMLConstants

This behavior fixes a critical deficiency of the ball-of-mud approach Java used to take to

artifact relationships, namely that there was no way to distinguish code that’s internal to

an artifact from code that can be used publicly. With  in play, a module canexports

clearly define which parts of its API are public and which are internal and depend on the

module system to enforce its decision.

LAUNCHING THE INITIAL MODULE

GUARDING MODULE INTERNALS
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EXAMPLE As a less trivial example, figure 1.13 shows the module graph for the 
 application that was introduced in section 1.2. Its four JARs, ServiceMonitor

, , , and , as well as its twomonitor observer statistics persistence
dependencies,  and , were turned into modules. JDK modulesspark hibernate
like  and  are visible as well because the applicationjava.xml java.base
depends on some of them, too.

I find the comparison with figure 1.6, which depicts the dependencies
between 's JARs, very interesting. 1.6 shows ServiceMonitor our
understanding of how the application is organized on an artifact level,
whereas 1.13 shows how  sees it. That they are so similarthe module system
demonstrates how well the module system can be used to express an
application’s architecture.

Figure 1.13 The module graph for the ServiceMonitor application is very similar to the
architecture diagram in figure 1.6. The graph shows the four modules containing the
application’s code, the two libraries it uses to implement its feature set, and the involved
modules from the JDK. Arrows depict the dependencies between them. Each module lists
some of the packages it exports.

A MORE COMPLEX EXAMPLE
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Developers of existing projects, particularly with large code bases, will be interested in

migration paths. While other module systems are usually "in or out", meaning in order to

use them everything must be a module, this is not an option for the JPMS. To uphold

backwards compatibility, a regular application running from the class path on Java 8 or

earlier must do just the same on Java 9. So unmodularized applications must run on top

of the modularized JDK, which implies that the module system must handle that case.

And indeed it does. I already mentioned in passing that the module system handles JARs

that were not yet turned into modules. This is the case precisely because of backwards

compatibility. So while migrating to the module system is surely beneficial, it is not

.compulsory

As a consequence, the class path, used to specify JARs or plain  files for compiler.class

and JVM, still works as on Java 8 and before. So much so, that even modules on the class

path behave just like non-modular JARs. The underlying assumption is that the class path

is in charge of accessing artifacts that  to get turned into the ball of mud wewant

discussed in section 1.3.

Parallel to that a new concept was created: the module path. Here, the underlying

assumption is that it treats all artifacts as modules. Interestingly enough, that’s even true

for plain JARs.

IMPORTANT The coexistence of the class path and the module path and their
respective treatment of plain and modular artifacts is the key to
incremental migrations of large applications to the module system. An
important topic that chapter 8 explores in depth.

Another important aspect, particularly to legacy projects, is compatibility. The JPMS

entails a lot of changes under the hood and while almost all of them are backwards

compatible in the strict meaning of the word, some interact badly with existing code

bases:

dependencies on JDK-internal APIs (for example those in  packages) causesun.*

compile errors and run-time warnings
JEE APIs need to be resolved manually
different artifacts that contain classes in the same package can cause problems
compact profiles, the extension mechanism, the endorsed standards override mechanism,
and similar features were removed
the runtime image layout changed considerably

1.4.4 Your non-modular project will be fine—mostly
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the application class loader is no longer a URLClassLoader
and more

In the end, whether an application is modularized or not, running on Java 9 or later may

break it. The entire chapters 6 and 7 are dedicated to identifying and overcoming the

most common challenges.

NAVIGATION At this point, you may have questions like these:

Don’t Maven, Gradle, and others already manage dependencies?

What about OSGi, why don’t I just use that?

Isn’t a module system overkill in times where everybody writes
microservices?

And you are right to ask them. No technology is an island and it is worth
looking at the Java ecosystem as a whole and examine how existing tools
and approaches are related to the module system and what their relation
might be in the future. I do this in section 15.3, but you already know
everything you need to understand it, so if you can’t let those questions
go, why not read it now?

The following section 1.5 describes the high-level goals that the module
system wants to achieve and chapter 2 shows a longer example of what a
modular application might look like. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 explore in all
detail how to write, compile, package, and run such applications from
scratch. Part 2 discusses compatibility and migration before part 3 turns
to advanced features of the module system.

In essence the Java Platform Module System was developed to teach Java about the

dependency graph between artifacts. The idea is that if Java stops erasing our module

structure, most of the ugly consequences of that erasure disappear as well.

First and foremost, this should alleviate many of the pain points the current state of

affairs is causing. But more than that, it would introduce capabilities, new to most

developers that did not yet use other module systems, that can help us further improve the

modularization of our software. What does this mean on a more concrete level?

Before we come to that in a moment, it is important to note that not all of the module

system’s goals are equally important to all kinds of projects. Many predominantly benefit

large and long-lived projects, like the JDK for which the JPMS was primarily developed.

Most goals will not have a huge impact on our day to day coding unlike, for example,

1.5 Goals of the module system
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lambda expressions in Java 8 or  in Java 10. They will, however, change the way howvar

projects are developed and deployed, something we all do on a daily basis (right?!).

Among the module system’s goals, two stand out as particularly important: reliable

configuration and strong encapsulation. They will hence get a closer look than the others.

As we have seen in section 1.4.3 when observing the module system in action, individual

modules declare their dependencies on other modules and the JPMS analyzes these

dependencies. While we only looked at a JVM launch, the same mechanism is at play at

compile time and link time (yep, that’s new; see chapter 14). These operations can thus

fail fast for missing or conflicting dependencies. That dependencies can be found missing

at launch time, as opposed to only when the first class is needed, is a big win.

Before Java 9, JARs with the same classes were not identified as being in conflict.

Instead, the runtime would choose an arbitrary class, thus shadowing the others, which

lead to the complications described in section 1.3.2. From Java 9 on, compiler and JVM

will recognize this and many other ambiguities that can lead to problems early.

DEFINITION Together, this makes our  than it usedsystem’s configurations more reliable
to be because only well-formed launch configurations will pass these tests.
If they do the JVM can turn our conceptual dependency graph into a
module graph, which replaces the ball of mud with a structured view of the
running system, much like we might have it.

DEFINITION Another key goal of the module system is to enable modules to strongly
 and export only specific functionality.encapsulate their internals

A class that is private to a module should be private in exactly the same way that a

private field is private to a class. In other words, module boundaries should determine not

just the visibility of classes and interfaces but also their accessibility.
-- Mark Reinhold Project Jigsaw: Bringing the big picture into focus

To achieve this goal, both compiler and JVM enforce strict accessibility rules across

module boundaries: Only access to public members (meaning fields and methods) of

public types  is allowed. All other types are not accessible to codein exported packages

1.5.1 Reliable configuration—leaving no JAR behind

1.5.2 Strong encapsulation—making module-internal code inaccessible
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outside the module, not even via reflection. Finally we can strongly encapsulate our

libraries' internals! Finally we can be sure that our applications don’t accidentally depend

on implementation details.

This also applies to the JDK, which, as described in the previous section 1.4, was turned

into modules. As a consequence, the module system prevents access to JDK-internal

APIs, meaning packages starting with  or . Unfortunately, manysun. com.sun.

widely-used frameworks and libraries like Spring, Hibernate, or Mockito make use of

such internal APIs, so many applications would break on Java 9 if the module system

were indeed that strict. To give developers time to migrate, Java 9 to 11 allow access by

default and even later versions will have a command-line switch enabling that lenient

behavior. More on that in section 7.1.

To prevent code from accidentally depending on types in indirect dependencies, which

might change from one run to the next, the situation is even stricter: In general, a module

can only access types of modules that it requires as a dependency. (Some advanced

features create deliberate exceptions to that rule.)

The strong encapsulation of module-internal APIs can greatly improve security and

maintainability.

It will help with security because critical code is now effectively hidden from code that

does not require to use it. It makes maintenance easier as a module’s public API can

more easily be kept small.

Casual use of APIs that are internal to Java SE Platform implementations is both a

security risk and a maintenance burden. The strong encapsulation provided by the

proposed specification will allow components that implement the Java SE Platform to

prevent access to their internal APIs.
-- Java Specification Request (JSR) 376

With clearer bounds of where code is used, existing optimization techniques can be used

more effectively.

Many ahead-of-time, whole-program optimization techniques can be more effective

when it is known that a class can refer only to classes in a few other specific components

1.5.3 Automated security and improved maintainability

1.5.4 Improved startup performance
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rather than to any class loaded at run time.
-- JSR 376

It is also be possible to index classes and interfaces by their annotations, so that such

types can be found without a full class path scan. That was not implemented in Java 9,

but may come in a future release.

A beautiful consequence of modules with clearly defined dependencies is that it is easy to

determine running subsets of the JDK. Server applications, for example, use neither

AWT, Swing, nor JavaFX and can thus run on a JDK without that functionality. The new

tool  (see chapter 14) makes it possible to create runtime images with exactly thejlink

modules an application needs. It is even possible to include library and application

modules, thereby creating a self contained program that does not require Java to be

installed on the host system.

DEFINITION With the JDK being modularized, developers will have the possibility to 
 they need and  consistingcherry-pick the functionality create their own JRE

of only the required modules.

This will maintain Java’s position as a key player for small devices as well as for

containers.

Unfortunately, the module system is no panacea and a couple of interesting use cases are

not covered.

First and foremost stands the fact that the JPMS has no concept of versions. It neither

allows giving a module a version nor requiring versions for dependencies. That said, it is

possible to embed such information in the module descriptor and access it using the

reflection API, but that’s just meta information for developers and tools—the module

system doesn’t process it.

That the JPMS does not "see" version also entails that it will not distinguish two different

versions of the same module. On the contrary and in line with the goal of reliable

configuration, it will perceive this situation as a classic ambiguity, the same module is

present twice, and refuse to compile or launch. For more on module versions, see chapter

13.

1.5.5 Scalable Java platform

1.5.6 Non-Goals
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The JPMS offers no mechanism to search for or download existing modules from a

centralized repository or to publish new ones. This task is sufficiently covered by existing

build tools.

It is also not the goal of the JPMS to model a dynamic module graph, where individual

artifacts can show up or disappear at run time. It is possible, though, to implement such a

system on top of one of the advanced features, namely layers (see section 12.4).

That’s a lot of promises and the rest of the book explains how the Java Platform Module

System aims to achieve them.

But make no mistake, these benefits are not for free! To build applications on top of the

module system, you will have to think harder than before about its artifacts and their

dependencies and you have to commit more of those thoughts to code. Certain things that

used to work will stop doing so on Java 9 and using certain frameworks will require a

little more effort than before.

You can see this similarly to how a statically and strongly typed language requires more

work than a dynamic one—at least while the code is being written. All those types and

generics… can’t I just use  and casts everywhere? Sure I could, but would I reallyObject

be willing to give up the safety the type system provides just to save some brain cycles

while writing code? I don’t think so.

So new skills are required! Luckily the book you’re reading at this very moment is

teaching them. When all is said and done and you mastered the mechanisms laid out in

the following chapters, neither new nor existing applications can defy you.

The first part, particularly chapters 3 to 5, goes through the basics of the module system.

This means that beyond practical skills they will also teach you about underlying

mechanisms to give you a deeper understanding. Afterwards, you will be able to describe

modules and their relationships by encapsulating a module’s internals and express its

dependencies. With , , and  you will compile, package, and run modulesjavac jar java

and the application they make up.

The second part builds on the basics and extends them to cover more complex use cases.

For existing applications, you will be able to analyze possible incompatibilities with Java

9 to 11 and create a migration path to the module system using the various features it has

1.6 Skills, old and new

1.6.1 What you will learn
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to offer for that purpose. To that end but also to implement less straightforward module

relationships you will be able to used advanced features like qualified exports, open

modules, and services as well as the extended reflection API. With  you will createjlink

pared-down JREs, optimized for your particular use case, or self-contained application

images that ship with their own JREs. Finally, you will see the bigger picture, including

how the module system interacts with class loading, reflection, and containers.

The JPMS has a very interesting character when it comes to skill requirements.

Most of what it does is brand new and comes with its own syntax partitioned off in the

module declaration. Learning that is relatively easy as it builds on little knowledge

beyond basic Java skills. So if you know …

that code is organized in types, packages, and ultimately JARs
how visibility modifiers, particularly , work across thempublic

what , , and  do and have a rough idea how to use themjavac jar java

... then you have all it takes to comprehend part 1 as well as many of the more advanced

features introduced in part 3.

But to really understand the problems the module system addresses and to appreciate the

solutions it proposes requires more than that. Knowing…

how the JVM and particularly the class loader operates
the trouble that mechanism causes (think JAR hell)
more advanced Java APIs like the service loader and reflection API
build tools like Maven or Gradle and how they build a project
how to modularize software systems

... as well as having experience working with large applications makes it easier to

understand the motivation for the module system’s features and their benefits as well as

shortcomings.

But however knowledgeable you are, you might encounter references or explanations that

do not connect with something you know. For an ecosystem as gigantic as Java’s that’s

natural and everybody learns something new wherever they turn (believe me, I know that

first hand). So never despair! If some fluff doesn’t help you out, chances are you can

understand just as much of the technicalities purely by looking at the code.

1.6.2 What you should know
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A software system can be visualized as a graph, which often shows (un)desired properties
of the system.
On the level of JARs, Java used to have no understanding of that graph. This lead to
various problems, among them JAR hell, manual security, and poor maintainability.
The Java Platform Module System exists precisely to make Java understand said graph,
which brings artifact-level modularity to the language. The most important goals are
reliable configuration and strong encapsulation as well as improved security,
maintainability, and performance.
This is achieved by introducing modules, basically JARs with an additional descriptor.
Compiler and runtime interpret the described information in order to build the graph of
artifact dependencies and provide the promised benefits.

NAVIGATION With the background colored in, it is time to get your hands dirty and learn
the module system basics. I recommend you continue with chapter 2,
which cuts across the rest of part 1 and shows code that defines, builds,
and runs modular JARs. It also introduces the demo application that
shows up a lot in the rest of the book. If you prefer learning the underlying
theory first, you could skip to chapter 3, which teaches the module
system’s fundamental mechanisms.

If it’s the worry about your project’s compatibility with Java 9 that drives
you, chapters 6 and 7 cover that in all detail. They will be hard to
understand, though, without a good grasp of the basics.

1.7 Summary
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